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ABSTRACT
Service-oriented architectures are more popular than ever, and increasingly companies and organizations depend on services offered through Web APIs. The capabilities and complexity of Web APIs differ from service to service, and therefore the impact of API errors varies. API problem cases related to Adyen’s payment service were found to have direct considerable impact on API consumer applications. With more than 60,000 daily API errors, the potential impact is enormous. In an effort to reduce the impact of API related problems, we analyze 2.43 million API error responses to identify the underlying faults. We quantify the occurrence of faults in terms of the frequency and impacted API consumers. We also challenge our quantitative results by means of a survey with 40 API consumers. Our results show that faults in API integration can be grouped into 11 general causes: invalid user input, missing user input, expired request data, invalid request data, missing request data, insufficient permissions, double processing, configuration, missing server data, internal and third party, 2) most faults can be attributed to invalid or missing request data, and most API consumers seem to be impacted by faults caused by invalid request data and third party integration; and 3) insufficient guidance on certain aspects of the integration and on how to recover from errors is an important challenge to developers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Service-oriented architectures are now more popular than ever. Companies and organizations increasingly offer their services through Web Application Programming Interfaces (Web APIs). Web APIs enable client developers to access third party services and data sources, and use them as building blocks for developing applications, e.g., Airbnb utilizes Google’s Calendar API to automatically insert bookings into the renter’s calendar, and Google Maps consumes Uber’s Ride Request API to offer Uber’s services as means of transportation in their maps application.

The capabilities and complexity of Web APIs inevitably differ from service to service. Retrieving a list of followers for a user on Twitter requires a GET request including a single parameter, and posting a Twitter status update using the Twitter API takes a single parameter POST request. As the complexity of the actions increases, so do the possibilities of failure. For instance, Github’s Repo Merging API supports merging branches in a repository. In addition to the intended merge, other possible outcomes are a merge conflict, a missing branch error or a nothing to merge response.

Adyen®, a multi-tenant Software as a Service (SaaS) platform that processes payments, offers an authorization request used to initiate a payment from a shopper, which takes up to 35 parameters. Multiple types of shopper interaction, and optional fields to optimize fraud detection and improve shopper experience lead to numerous failure scenarios. In addition to the happy path, the method can return at least 34 unique error messages to inform the API consumer that something has gone wrong.

To make error handling for client developers easier, practitioners have written a variety of best practice guides and blogposts on API design [11] [21] [13] [18]. Apigee [1], a platform offering API tools and services for developers and enterprises, discusses error handling in multiple ebooks. Apigee’s error handling best practices focus on which HTTP status codes to use [2] and suggest to return detailed error messages for users and developers [3]. However, to our knowledge no research has been conducted on what type of errors occur in practice and what causes them to happen. Not only can this knowledge complement existing API design best practices, it can help improve API documentation and help developers understand the common integration pitfalls.

The potential impact of API errors on API consumer applications is enormous. At the same time an understanding of API errors that occur in practice and their impact is missing. This gap of knowledge motivated us to investigate the domain of Web API errors. To this aim, we study the API error responses returned by Adyen webservices which handle millions of API requests on a daily basis. We analyze 2.43 million error responses, which we
extract from the platform’s production logs, discover the underlying faults, and group them into high-level causes. In addition, we survey API consumers about their perceptions on the impact and how often they observe such cases in their APIs, as well as practices and challenges they currently face when it comes to integrating to Web APIs. Finally, we provide API developers and consumers with recommendations that would help in reducing the number of existing integration errors.

Our results show that (1) faults in API integration can be grouped in 11 causes: invalid user input, missing user input, expired request data, invalid request data, missing request data, insufficient permissions, double processing, configuration, missing server data, internal and third party. Each cause can be contributed to one of the four API integration stakeholders: end user, API consumer, API provider, and third parties; (2) most faults can be attributed to the invalid or missing request data, and most API consumers seem to be impacted by faults caused by invalid request data and third party integration; and (3) API consumers most often use official API documentation to implement an API correctly, followed by code examples. The challenges of preventing problems from occurring are the lack of implementation details, insufficient guidance on certain aspects of the integration and insights in problems and changes, insufficient understanding of the impact of problems, missing guidance on how to recover and a lack of details on the origin of errors.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

(1) A classification of API faults, resulting in 11 causes of API faults, based on 2.43 million API error responses of a large industrial multi-tenant SaaS platform (Section 4.1).
(2) An empirical understanding of the prevalence of API fault types in terms of the number of errors and impacted API consumers (Section 4.2).
(3) An initial understanding of the impact of each cause as experienced by API consumers as well as their observations on current challenges during API integration (Section 4.3).
(4) A set of recommendations for API providers and API consumers to reduce the impact of API related faults (Section 5.1).

2 BACKGROUND: UNDERSTANDING THE WEB API ENVIRONMENT

An API integration can involve up to four different stakeholders, that all influence the interaction between the API and its consumer. As a result, each of these stakeholders can cause the API to return with an error that possibly leads to a failure in the consumer’s application. In this section, we give an overview of the API environment, the parties involved and API error related terminology, to clarify the differences and nuances that could lead to confusion.

In a typical integration with an API, two stakeholders, or parties, are involved. On one side the API provider, offering their services by exposing an API, and on the other side the API consumer, utilizing the services offered by communicating with the API. The API provider may optionally itself be connected to third party services behind the scenes in order to provide the intended functionality. For instance, an API offering stock data may itself be connected to different stock exchanges to obtain the latest stock prices. We deliberately refer to API consumer, instead of API user, to leave room for the term end user. The API consumer may optionally provide an application used by its customers, who indirectly make use of the API’s services. These end users supply information, while using the application, that is used as request data for the API. For example, Google Maps users are given the option to choose Uber as means of transportation when searching for directions. Indirectly they are supplying input to the Uber API, which locates nearby drivers and estimates the cost for the trip.

In the system under study, the API provider, Adyen, provides its payment services through its API. The API consumer is the merchant processing payments using the Adyen solution (e.g., a store). The end users are shoppers, who use the merchant’s services to buy goods or services. Finally, third parties connected to Adyen typically include banks, schemes, and issuers.

Each of the stakeholders in the API stakeholder overview can, by introducing a fault, potentially cause an erroneous response to be returned by the API, which if unexpected can result in problems for the application. We provide an overview of the integration environment containing the involved stakeholders and the relation between faults, errors and failure in Figure 1. In case the API is indirectly in use by customers of the API consumer, the end user can, by supplying invalid information, cause the API to return an error. The API consumer, on the other hand, may have implemented the API incorrectly, which can result in requests with a specific input to be rejected by the API. The API provider may have a bug in its system, which could, for instance, cause requests to fail on a specific input. Lastly, when a third party service fails, the API provider may decide to return an error to the API consumer.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The goal of this study is to understand the faults that occur in API integration that can potentially result in production problems for consumers of an API. To this aim, we propose the following research questions:

**RQ1. What type of faults are impacting API consumers?** Translating the understanding of faults in one API integration to API integrations in general is difficult, because every API has its own use cases, specific methods and corresponding errors. To enable generalization of the results we identify general causes of faults that can occur in an API integration.
RQ2. What is the prevalence of these fault types, and how many API consumers are impacted by them? The answer to this question provides insights into the frequency of each type of fault and the impact in terms of number of API consumers. API designers can leverage the information of what type of fault impact the user the most when designing an API to lower the probability that these faults take place and result into problems. In addition, the knowledge will help identify what aspects of integration are more difficult to get right, which therefore require more attention in terms of, for instance, documentation.

RQ3. What are the current practices and challenges to avoid and reduce the impact of problems caused by faults in API integration? Understanding what type of faults occur in API integrations, how often these faults occur and their impact is not enough to determine how the impact of production problems can be reduced. An understanding is needed of the current practices used to avoid and reduce problems, before recommendations for improvements can be made. Similarly, an understanding of the current challenges faced by API consumers is needed to identify areas of improvement.

To answer the RQs, we collect and analyze data from two different sources: over 2 million API error response logs from Adyen’s production services, and a survey with API consumers. We use this first batch of data to answer the types of fault in Web API integration as well as their prevalence. After, we challenge our findings by means of a survey with 40 API consumers. In the following, we detail each data collection mechanism.

3.1 Analysis of the API error response logs
The data extraction approach can be depicted into four steps: (1) We extract API error responses from production log data to obtain unique API errors, (2) we manually analyze each unique error message in context of the web service and API method to identify unique faults, (3) the time span covered by the data set is verified to cover enough data, and (4) we derive a set of causes that explain the API integration failures.

The logs of the system under study contain information about everything that happened in the production environment. Among the logs are the API requests and corresponding responses. Using domain knowledge of the system, we identified queries to capture the erroneous API response log messages from the entire set of log messages. The data set we use contains 28 days of data and 2.66 million API error responses.

To make sure 28 days would provide enough data for the analysis, we measured the amount of new information each new day was bringing to the dataset. We find that, after 14 days of data, at most 2 new faults are identified per day with the number decreasing as more days pass. For this reason we conclude that the most common and therefore impacting faults in our data set are discovered within 14 days and therefore consider the 28 day data set to cover a sufficient time span. In Figure 2, we show the amount of new information that each day aggregates to the dataset. However, the error messages alone are not enough to explain the faults. There are messages that indicate one fault, but in practice have a different meaning. For instance, “Unsupported currency specified”, appears to be a configuration mistake or an invalid input fault. However, this specific error is caused by a missing value. Other messages, e.g., “Internal error”, are too ambiguous to categorize in the first place. Thus, to reduce the number of unique messages with multiple explanations, we add more context to the unique error messages. To do so, we use the corresponding API method and web service that caused the error. For instance, the message “Invalid amount specified” has multiple explanations that depend on the API method used. Adding context allows for more granularity during analysis. We end up with 363 different errors to analyze.

In practice, we observed that the analysis of these errors are intensive manual tasks, i.e., for each error, we had to comprehend the failure, inspect the source code, and talk to the developers of the system. Thus, we consider errors that impacted 10 API consumers or more. Following this approach, we analyzed 89 of the 363 errors, which covers approximately 2.44 (91.3%) of the 2.66 million erroneous API responses. After analyzing each of them, we found 69 different explanations for these 89 errors (we refer to them as fault cases [FC01...FC69] and they can be found in our appendix [4]), which we use as an input to determine the high-level causes.

Identifying the causes and assigning each of them to a fault is an iterative process, based on a detailed qualitative analysis of the fault cases. Investigating a subset of faults gives the intuition needed to define initial causes, which can be assigned to most of the annotated faults. During further analysis, if a fault does not fit into one of the existing causes, we define a new cause. A cause that is too generic may have to be split up into two or more causes, while a cause that is too specific may be joined with another cause. Categorization can therefore not be described by a predefined set of steps, but is guided by our understanding of the problem domain, and the actual analysis of the cases at hand. After assigning a cause to each fault, we iterate once more over all faults to check that all causes are accurate. Following this procedure we obtain a set of causes that describe faults in API integration in general.
To verify the accuracy of the categorization, we asked a specialist in API integration from Adyen to check a subset of the cause assignments. As our list was already randomized, the specialist validated the first 50% assignments. In case the specialist does not agree with the cause, the difference is discussed until agreement is reached. Using this approach, we verify that the causes are understandable and reduce the possibilities of mistakes. At the end, we derived 11 causes that explain faults in Web API integration.

In practice, we observed that, due to unclear error messages, about half of the faults originating from error messages that have two or more different causes. Propagating these causes to the entire 2.43 million error messages would require analyzing each case in isolation. Thus, we are not able to perfectly estimate the prevalence of each cause; rather, we provide lower and upper bounds. The former is calculated by only counting the number of times that a cause unambiguously explains the error (i.e., the error message was clear enough to identify the exact cause) and ignoring the number of times we were not able to precisely identify that the cause was the root cause. The latter is calculated by counting all the times that cause was involved in an error (unambiguously or not).

3.2 Survey with API consumers

We challenge the 11 derived causes by testing them outside the scope of the system under study. To this end, we survey API consumers that have experience with problems related to API integration. We ask them for each cause whether they have experienced a problem. Furthermore, we allow them to name additional causes to capture the ones we may have missed.

The survey contains five main parts: 1) the process of integration to understand how the API consumer obtains the knowledge to implement the API correctly, 2) API fault prevention to identify areas of improvements for the API provider, which suggest current challenges face by the API consumer, 3) API error handling practices employed by API consumers and the challenges they face while doing so, 4) the fault detection mechanisms in place, and the areas the API consumer sees to improve and why this is not in place, and 5) the API consumer’s idea of what causes faults and related problems to occur.

The participants were asked to answer the questions based on their years of experience in both software development and Web API integration. We exclude participants without API integration experience as they do not fit our target audience.

In order to learn the most about API problems we ask the participant to consider the API they worked with, which they consider to be the most complex and give them suggestions as to what kind of metrics they can use to determine this. These include: offered features and functionality, number of required or optional parameters and the number of possible error scenarios.

In addition, we ask them to answer the questions based on their experience, instead of what they believe is happening or is the ideal situation. For instance, we would like the participants to report their experience of what causes API errors to occur, and not what they think causes these errors in general.

We pre-tested the survey with five participants to make sure the questions are understandable and to remove possible ambiguities. The participants were asked to read the questions aloud as well as what they were thinking when answering the questions. This helped us understand the participants’ reasoning and identify problematic situations.

We posted the survey on the following programming communities: Code Ranch’s Web Services forum, Hackernews and Reddit’s subreddits programming (815,000 subscribers), Webdev (160,000 subscribers), API (600 subscribers) and WebAPIs (235 subscribers). Although the number of subscriber for the first two subreddits is high, the topics are very general, so the expected number of responses from these is relatively low compared to the more specific forums.

To increase the response rate, we additionally resorted to non-programming specific media and personal contacts. The survey was shared with the general public on Twitter by two colleagues; one with primarily academic followers (2500) and the other with a mix of academics and practitioners (4600 followers). In total, the posts were retweeted 25 times. On LinkedIn our post was viewed approximately 1000 times and was shared by two connections. Three companies in industry were contacted via personal contacts of which one was Adyen, the company under study. Lastly, the first author reached out to personal contacts that match the target audience.

The survey has been online for three weeks and a total of 40 qualified participants out of 70 who answered at least 1 question. We decided to consider partial responses in the results as well, but only those participants that answered questions that are not background related; 11 out of the 40 participants provided partial responses. The survey can be found in our online appendix [4].

3.3 Characterization of Survey Participants

On average, the respondents have over 10 years of development experience and 5 years of API integration experience. 13 of the developers were individually responsible for the API integration and 27 worked in a team of two or more developers.

95% of the respondents answered the survey based on an application that they worked on in a professional setting. The remaining 5% used an API in a hobby project, which however was used in production. According to 28% of the participants, the API they consume can be considered complex; 22% of them consider the API not complex, and 50% were neutral. 13 APIs used by the participants were data management related. For instance, providing data about products and orders, and managing financial and account data. Payment related APIs were considered 6 times. Even though many respondents are from Adyen, a payments company, only 3 out of the respondents considered an payment related API. Other APIs that the participants integrated with are used for authentication, commerce, project management, geocoding and notifications, such as SMS services.
We observed inputs that (1) do not match a pre-defined list of API consumer, and the API provider and the third party stakeholder. Invalid user input (FC-16, FC-36). In practice, value (FC-15, FC-33, FC-34, FC-37, FC-45, FC-63, FC-64), (3) do not expiry month, IBAN, credit card (FC-03, FC-09, FC-17, FC-21, FC-38, FC-61), as well as billing information, such as city, state, country, and street of the buyer (FC-04, FC-07, FC-05, FC-08).

Expired request data. Expired request data faults occur when the request is not handled in time. This occurs when the request contains a timestamp that defines a timeframe that the server has to handle the request (FC-19, FC-67). In Adyen’s case, a timestamp is generated when a shopper starts a transaction. When the request comes in, the system checks whether the start of the transaction is not too far into the past. If a shopper takes too much time an expired request data fault translates to an error being returned.

Invalid request data. Invalid request data faults are caused by input that cannot be handled by the API. There is a multitude of different reasons for such a fault to occur. We observe rounding problems, e.g., passing value 72.20 instead of 72.21 (FC-01, FC-68), functionality not available for that combination, e.g., chosen bank does not support recurring payments (FC-13, FC-54, FC-55, FC-66), invalid information, e.g., merchant does not exist (FC-41, FC-43, FC-47, FC-51), bad encoding, e.g., wrong URL encoding (FC-14), bad format or data outside a list of acceptable values, e.g., amount should be greater than zero (FC-20, FC-29, FC-30, FC-31, FC-32), and using test data into production environment, e.g., use testing payment reference in production (FC-44). This is similar to the mistake made by the end user causing an invalid input fault, however, in this case, caused by the API consumer.

Missing request data. Missing request data faults are similar to invalid request data faults. However, in this case the API consumer neglects to send in information that is required for the intended action. Also in this case we decided to distinguish between invalid and missing request data. We reason that the mistake of not supplying required information is of a different nature than making

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Fault Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>End user</td>
<td>Invalid user input</td>
<td>A fault introduced by invalid input by the end user of the application</td>
<td>FC6, FC15, FC16, FC19, FC22, FC23, FC33, FC34, FC35, FC36, FC37, FC45, FC63, FC64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End user</td>
<td>Missing user input</td>
<td>A fault introduced by missing input by the end user of the application</td>
<td>FC3, FC4, FC5, FC7, FC8, FC9, FC17, FC21, FC38, FC61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End user</td>
<td>Expired request data</td>
<td>The input data was no longer valid at the moment of processing</td>
<td>FC-19, FC67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API consumer</td>
<td>Invalid request data</td>
<td>A fault introduced by invalid data caused by the API</td>
<td>FC1, FC13, FC14, FC20, FC29, FC30, FC31, FC32, FC41, FC43, FC44, FC47, FC51, FC54, FC55, FC66, FC68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API consumer</td>
<td>Missing request data</td>
<td>A fault introduced by missing data caused by the API</td>
<td>FC10, FC25, FC27, FC28, FC39, FC46, FC48, FC52, FC58, FC59, FC60, FC65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API consumer</td>
<td>Insufficient permissions</td>
<td>Not enough rights to perform the intended request</td>
<td>FC40, FC49, FC50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API consumer</td>
<td>Double processing</td>
<td>The request was already processed by the API</td>
<td>FC11, FC18, FC69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API consumer</td>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>A fault caused by missing/incorrect API settings</td>
<td>FC26, FC53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API consumer</td>
<td>Missing server data</td>
<td>The API does not have the requested resource</td>
<td>FC56, FC57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API provider</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>An internal fault caused by the API</td>
<td>FC2, FC12, FC62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third party</td>
<td>Third party</td>
<td>A fault caused by a third party</td>
<td>FC24, FC42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The 11 causes of API faults, their related stakeholder, and fault cases (FC) assigned to the cause.
a mistake by supplying incorrect input. We observe missing cryptographic data (FC-10, FC-25), and different business related data (FC-27, FC-28, FC-39, FC-46, FC-48, FC-52, FC-58, FC-59, FC-60, FC-65).

**Insufficient permissions.** Insufficient permissions faults are caused by API consumers that attempt to use an endpoint or make use of a resource, while they are not allowed to do so. We find users making this mistake because they attempt to use the production services, while they are not yet through the process of obtaining the permissions for this (FC-40, FC-50), or waiting for the service to be properly configured (FC-49). We also see API consumers still interacting with the API, while their contract has been ended and therefore their permissions have been revoked.

**Double processing.** Double processing faults are caused by API consumers that send in a request more than once. The API under study is designed to be idempotent; sending in the same call repeatedly will produce the same result. Double processing faults should therefore not be possible. However, in case of attempting to repeatedly delete the same remote object, a double processing faults occurs because the reference to this object can no longer be found, e.g., contracts (FC-11) and payment related objects (FC-18, FC-69).

**Configuration.** Configuration faults are caused by incorrect configuration of the API consumer account. The API consumer assumes that certain functionality is set up for their account, however in reality it is configured incorrectly or not set up at all, e.g., configuration for installments (FC-26) or specific payment methods (FC-53).

**Missing server data.** Missing server data faults happen when the API consumer asks for data that used to exist, but does not anymore, as it was updated, removed or disabled in the past (FC-56, FC-57).

**Internal.** Internal faults occur when the API provider is unable to handle an incoming request for an anticipated reason. This can be because of a bug, due to the system being unable to handle a specific input or unexpected API consumer interaction. Data related replication issues between internal components in the system can result in new data resources to not be available immediately on all servers in a distributed API server architecture (FC-02, FC-12). We also observe internal failures in cryptographic routines (FC-62).

**Third party.** A third party fault can result in an API error when the API consumer makes a request that involves the API provider to make use of a third party (e.g., a bank), which does not respond or returns an error (FC-24, FC-42). In this case the request failed and the consumer is notified by means of an error.

In Figure 3, we show how often survey participants experienced production problems with the API due to each of the 11 causes. Missing server data and configuration related problems were experienced relatively more often than other problems for the participants. Problems caused by the API provider and third parties, internal and third party fault related problems respectively, are relatively experienced more than other problems caused by the API consumer or end user. It is to be noted that for third party faults 10 out of 34 respondents did not know whether these problems occurred or regarded the cause as not applicable. Missing request data and missing user input faults both result into less problems than invalid request data and invalid user input faults. The latter two are experienced relatively by most participants. Expired request data and double processing related problems are not experienced by over half of the participants.

Several participants added additional causes to the 11 we propose. Four participants mentioned that they experienced errors because the API was not responding. We summarize these issues as API downtime, which we consider part of the internal cause. Furthermore, two participants experienced problems caused by hitting the API requests limits. We regard these to be related to faults in the insufficient permissions cause. Namely, the API consumer is not allowed to make more requests.

**RQ1:** Faults in API integration can be grouped in 11 causes: invalid user input, missing user input, expired request data, invalid request data, missing request data, insufficient permissions, double processing, configuration, missing server data, internal and third party.

**4.2 RQ2.** What is the prevalence of these fault types, and how many API consumers are impacted by them?

In Table 2, we show the number of unique faults that occur in each of the 11 causes found during manual analysis. As aforementioned, due to ambiguity we are not able to present the exact percentage of errors and impacted consumers. For this reason, we show the estimated percentage of corresponding API error responses and estimated percentage of impacted consumers for each cause. In four causes of faults no ambiguity was present, hence the exact percentages are given instead of a range. Note that the total percentages for the lower and upper bound do not add up to 100% due to the estimation in the total number of errors, and to the fact that the same consumer may generate different faults.
Table 2: The number of faults per cause grouped by stakeholder, and the estimated percentage range of errors and impacted API consumers. The percentages are based on 2.43 million API errors and 1,464 impacted API consumers. Note that the percentages do not add up 100%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Cases (N=69)</th>
<th>Errors (%)</th>
<th>Consumers (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower bound</td>
<td>Upper bound</td>
<td>Lower bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid user input</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing user input</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expired request data</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid request data</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing request data</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient permissions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double processing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing server data</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third party</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the end user, we see the input to be the largest cause of faults. 23 of the 25 faults are caused by invalid or missing input, collectively causing 7.2% to 12% of the errors. Invalid user input does not only result in more unique faults than missing user input, it also impacts more API consumers, 33.3% to 34.8% compared to 11.5% to 24.8%. Expired request data sent in by the end user causes two different faults, causing an impact in 2.0% to 15.8% of our consumers.

The request data causes the most faults for the API consumer, similar to the end user. Invalid request data results in 17 of the 39 unique faults caused by the API consumer. Faults in this category impact the most consumers for this stakeholder, namely between 23.9% and 62.3%. This corresponds to between 350 and 912 API consumers. Missing request data, good for 12 faults, has an impact on fewer consumers (between 20.2% and 24.0%), but does however yield more erroneous API responses. Interestingly, only 0.1% insufficient permissions related errors caused by 3 faults impact 9.5% of the API consumers. Double processing related error in comparison are also caused by 3 faults, but occurred 36.0% of the time corresponding to 875,000 errors for 12.3% of the consumers. Two configuration faults cause more than 400,000 errors (16.7%) for 19.9% to 21.4% of the consumers. This is similar to the missing request data, with the difference that this cause has 12 unique faults. Finally, 1.5% missing server data fault related error responses are given back to the API consumer, which is a relatively small amount compared to the other causes for this stakeholder. The number of impacted consumers, however, is similar to other causes.

The API provider and third party stakeholder both experience errors in one category each, internal faults and third party faults respectively. The number of unique faults caused by these stakeholders is small compared to the end user and API consumer. Third party faults however impact more API consumers, which is estimated to be between 319 and 682, or 21.8% and 46.6%.

In addition, in Figure 4, we show the perceptions of survey participants on the impact of each cause. We observe that: (1) Internal and third party related problems, caused by the API provider and third parties, are experienced as most impactful on production applications; (2) Problems originating from the end user, such as invalid user input and missing user input, have a relative small impact on the applications using the API; and (3) Interestingly, double processing related problems seem to have either no impact, or relatively much impact compared to the other causes.

Figure 4: The impact of API related problems per cause as experienced by the survey participants.

4.3 RQ4. What are the current practices and challenges to avoid and reduce the impact of problems caused by faults in API integration?

To understand how API consumers obtain the knowledge necessary to integrate with an API we asked them how often they used different information sources. Official API documentation is by far used the most. 74% of the respondents indicated to be using this source of information often or very often. Only 10% did not use official API documentation when integrating with the API they selected during the survey. Code examples are second most used with 44% of the participants using them often or very often. About one-third of the participants uses them sometimes. Questions and answer websites are used never or rarely by 42% of the participants, while the number of participants that uses this information source very often is relatively low with 10%. The API provider support team is used the least with only 18% of the participants using this source often or very often.

In addition to the four proposed information sources the participants mentioned other sources of information. Four participants mentioned that they used a trial and error approach on the API to
discover what is possible and what is not. Three respondents had access to the API’s source code or used the schema definition of the web service to understand the workings of the API. Finally, two participants used the source code of existing external libraries that wrap the API to understand how to use the API.

When it comes to preventing problems that they experienced with the API, 13 (of a total of 18) mentioned the documentation should be improved. Common implementation scenarios could help prevent problems, instead of only stating the different options for API calls. The restrictions of calls and parameters should be more clearly documented. The API provider should identify the most common API mistakes and describe how to prevent them. In addition, more details on error codes should be given and the edge cases should be highlighted and better explained. Two participants mentioned the need of an API status page to inform the API consumer of any outages. On call support for any issues was a suggested improvement by two more participants. The participants suggested both more informative error messages as well as a categorization of errors based on their similarities. Furthermore, the respondents mentioned the importance of an upgrade policy of the API and the usefulness of more code examples to illustrate the different API calls. Lastly, one participant suggests the API provider to set up a testing environment that is capable of returning all possible API errors, which allows the API consumer to properly test and handle these responses.

A subset of the participants \( n = 15 \) elaborated on the challenges they face in error handling. One of the main difficulties is understanding the impact of API errors. Three impact perspectives were mentioned: an implementation perspective, business perspective and end user perspective. Not knowing the details and impact of an error makes it difficult from an implementation perspective to know what the request did and did not do. A participant exemplified: “You send a batch of 20 objects to be saved, but an error gets thrown. However, you don’t know if none of them was saved or all of them but one.” From a business perspective it is experienced as difficult to understand the business impact of the error. The error may explain that a parameter is invalid, but the consequences of this remain unclear. Finally, communicate errors to the end user is also experienced a challenge: “Translating the messages to something actionable by the end user.”

Another challenge faced in handling errors is the appropriate way to recover. Difficulties experienced include insufficient clarity and documentation about the right way to recover from a given error: “Often errors have no clear recovery option or even worse, do not clearly indicate what’s wrong.” Handling errors is difficult when the different flows the application should take given the API response are not clear. This is even more difficult when multiple related API calls are subsequently made and can fail with different errors.

The survey participants \( n = 29 \) also apply different strategies to detect problems in their integration. The end user detects problems in the application related to the API integration for 23 respondents. Log analysis is second most effective in detecting problems with 19 respondents. Monitoring dashboards have detected issues for 13 respondents and both alerts, such as SMS or email, and API integration tests worked for 9 respondents. Five respondents had additional mechanisms in place, among which are “continuous live smoketesting”, “manual tests in production”, and monitoring API tools that can detect downtime and schedule API test cases, such as Runscope Radar.

**RQ3:** API consumers most often use official API documentation to implement an API correctly, followed by code examples. The challenges of preventing problems from occurring are the lack of implementation details, insufficient guidance on certain aspects of the integration, insufficient understanding of the impact of problems, and missing guidance on how to recover from errors.

5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we provide developers with recommendations that we derive based on our findings (Section 5.1). Finally, we discuss the possible threats to the validity of this work and actions we took to mitigate them (Section 5.2).

5.1 Recommendations

We observed that a great challenge for both API providers and consumers is indeed the documentation; providers need to keep it up-to-date, while consumers need to understand it. The same challenge has been observed by Robillard et al [17], where authors propose API documentation to have clear intent, code examples, matching APIs with scenarios, discuss the penetrability of the API, and to have a clear format and presentation. Our findings suggest that an important feature of documentation is regarding the possible errors an API may return.

We therefore suggest documentation to clearly state which error codes can be returned by the API and in what circumstances it can happen. The API provider should enrich API error responses with actionable information. An error type allows for generic error handling for groups of errors, a handling action indicates the right action for the API consumer to take to deal with the error, and a user message can inform the end user of the system about the error and actions to proceed. In addition, API providers should also make explicit which errors are ‘retriable’, i.e., where users may try again, and which cases users have no way of recovering from the error.

As recovering from errors is a fundamental part of the API consumer’s logic, we suggest API providers to offer easy-to-use test environments for integrations, where consumers can exercise not only the happy paths, but also the recovering paths. API consumers, on the other hand, should make sure that their application handles all error codes that are returned by the provider.

Finally, error messages are commonly logged by the API provider. Such logs are vital for future inspection and debugging. We suggest API developers to provide consumers with their logs. Toolmakers should step in and build dashboards that provide live insights about the consumers’ API usage and, more specifically, about their errors.

5.2 Threats to validity

In this section, we discuss the possible limitations of this work and our approach to mitigate them. We distinguish between the internal and external validity of our results.
Internal validity. Internal validity is concerned with how consistent the result is in itself. Factors that cannot be attributed to our technique, which can have an influence on the results, are a potential threat to validity: (1) The causes were derived manually and could therefore have been subject to bias or misinterpretation. To reduce this threat we worked together closely with the Adyen development and technical support team to avoid misunderstandings. (2) To discover possible multiple explanations of a fault, we analyzed the error messages for several API consumers. However, it is possible that a fault remained undiscovered because it occurred infrequently. This has a possible impact on our findings. Similarly, we filtered the data for analysis based on 10 impacted API consumers or more. The filtered data could be explained by faults that would alter the distribution of faults over the causes. For instance, internal faults could occur more often in the data that was filtered out, therefore posing a potential threat to validity.

External validity. External validity is concerned with the representativeness of the results outside the scope of the research data: (1) We used API error log data from the Adyen’s platform to determine the fault causes and provide insights into the frequency and impacted consumers of these faults. Since these results are applicable to Adyen only, we cannot generalize these results to faults in other APIs. To reduce this threat we verified the completeness of the fault causes by surveying API consumers. (2) An arbitrary window of 28 days of API error logs was selected for fault analysis and categorization. A different 28 day window could however have resulted in a different set of faults, and a different number of occurrences and impacted consumers. It would be useful to replicate the analysis based on a different time window to investigate the impact on the results. (3) We only obtained 40 survey responses, of which 11 were partial responses. This sample is insufficient to generalize results about integration, detection, handling and prevent practices, and future work would be required for such generalization.

6 RELATED WORK

Wittern et al. [27] identified three challenges for developers calling Web APIs and argue in favor of corresponding research opportunities to support API consumers: 1) API consumers have no control over the API and the service behind it, both of which may change, in contrast to a traditional local library. 2) The validity of the Web API request, in terms of URL, payload and parameters, is unknown until runtime. When using a local library the compiler can check whether the call conforms to the library’s API interface. Efforts to solve this challenge can help to reduce faults in the following categories we identified: invalid user input and invalid request data. 3) The distributed nature of the API connection comes with a set of issues concerning availability, latency and asynchrony. A different architecture or additional logic may be required to handle these issues.

Suter and Wittern [23] use API usage logs from 10 APIs to infer specifications based on API URLs and parameters using classification techniques to tag and detect parameters. The conclusion is that inferring web API descriptions is a difficult problem that is limited mostly by incomplete or noisy input data. Sohan et al. [20] apply a similar approach where API requests and responses are used to generate documentation. Using actual requests and responses the tool is able to include examples in addition to the documentation. The authors identified undocumented fields in 5 out of 25 API actions for which they generated documentation. However, in this work the precision of the generated documentation is not validated and compared to a ground truth making it difficult to see the usefulness of the proposed generator.

Bermbach and Wittern [5] performed a geo-distributed benchmark to assess the quality of Web APIs, in terms of performance and availability. The authors find a great variety in quality between different APIs. They make suggestions on how API providers can become aware of these problems by monitoring, and can mitigate them by suggesting architectural styles. This work discusses an angle of API related problems which we were not able to cover, as our work only considers API requests for which API consumers received an API response. We do however cover third party unavailability as this results into third party errors for the API consumer.

Witten et al. [26] attempt to detect errors by statically checking API requests in JavaScript to overcome the fact that traditional compile-time errors are not available for developers consuming APIs. Their static checker aims to check whether the API requests in the code conform to the specifications that were made using the Open API specification. The authors report a 87.9% precision for payload data and a 99.9% precision on query parameter consistency checking.

A vast amount of research has been conducted in the field of traditional offline APIs, some of which can be relevant to the Web APIs as well. Robillard et al. [16] provide a survey on automated property inference for APIs. The authors state that using APIs can be challenging due to hidden assumptions and requirements, which is also found in this work. Robillard et al [15, 17] also investigated the obstacles of learning traditional offline APIs by surveying developers at Microsoft. Similar to our results, Robillard found most respondents use official documentation to learn APIs with code samples as the second most used source of information.

The learnability of an API can be affected by the overall usability of the API itself. Stylos et al. [22] find that if API providers take the effort to refactor their APIs to make them more usable, this can help reduce the errors that could occur due to incorrect usage of the API. One such example shown by Ellis et al. [6] is the refactoring of the factory pattern in an API to the usage of the constructor directly. More recently, Stylos and Myers [12] have suggested that API usability techniques are not limited to the world of offline APIs, but are applicable to the world of web APIs as well.

The evolution of an API has an impact on the API clients as well. Linares-Vásquez et al. [10] have shown that breaking changes in Android APIs can have a negative impact on the rating of an Android app. Sawant et al. [19] conducted a study of 25,567 Java projects to show how deprecation of an API feature can impact an API client. Robbes et al. [14] study the ripple effect of API evolution in the entire SmallTalk ecosystem and show that deprecation of a single API artifact can have a large ranging impact on the ecosystem.

In the case of web APIs, evolution of an API can have a major impact too. Espinha et al. [8] explored the state of Web API evolution practices and the impact on the software of the respective API consumers. The impact of API changes on the clients’ source code was found to depend on the breadth of the API changes and the quality of the clients’ architectural design. Suggestions for API
providers include not changing too often, keeping usage data of different features and doing blackout tests, which involves disabling old versions for a short time to remind developers that changes in the API are coming. In other work, Espinha et al. [7] developed a tool to understand the runtime topology of APIs in terms of usage of different versions by different users. Wang et al. [25] study the specific case of the evolution of 11 REST APIs, where they collected questions and answers from Stack Overflow that concern the changing API elements and how API clients should deal with evolution. Li et al. [9] identified 6 new challenges when it comes to dealing with web API evolution as opposed to traditional API evolution. This understanding can be useful for maintenance purposes where the impact of changes can be evaluated and predicted.

Venkatesh et al. [24] mention that to help the integration process one should understand the challenges that are encountered by client developers. The authors base their analysis on developer forums and Stack Overflow by mining the questions and answers related to 32 Web APIs. They find that the top five topics per Web API category contribute to over 50% of the questions in that category. The findings imply that API providers can optimize their learning resources based on the dominant topics.

7 CONCLUSION
API errors can indicate significant problems for API consumers. In the system under study over 60,000 API error responses are returned every day, causing the potential number of problems and their impact on API consumer applications to be enormous. Practitioners have written a variety of best practice guides and blog posts on API design and error handling, however to our knowledge no research had been conducted on what type of API errors occur in practice and what their impact is.

Our results show that (1) faults in API integration can be grouped in 11 causes: invalid user input, missing user input, expired request data, invalid request data, missing request data, insufficient permissions, double processing, configuration, missing server data, internal and third party. Each cause can be contributed to one of the four API integration stakeholders: end user, API consumer, API provider, and third parties; (2) most faults can be attributed to the invalid or missing request data, and most API consumers seem to be impacted by faults caused by invalid request data and third party integration; and (3) API consumers most often use official API documentation to implement an API correctly, followed by code examples. The challenges of preventing problems from occurring are the lack of implementation details, insufficient guidance on certain aspects of the integration and insights in problems and changes, insufficient understanding of the impact of problems, missing guidance on how to recover and a lack of details on the origin of errors.

Our findings indicate that the integration between API providers and consumers is still far from ideal. We hope this work motivates researchers to further explore the domain of faults in Web API integration. Furthermore, we hope that API providers use our findings to optimize their APIs to enable better integration, and that API consumers use our ideas to reduce the impact that API errors may have on their applications.
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